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9:00 am: Mental Health First Aid - Brian Crim, LMFT

For over two decades, Brian has walked alongside adolescents and their families in a variety
of settings in the St. Croix Valley. After graduating from UW-Stout, Brian founded Adulteen
Counseling with the hope of offering support to teens, adults, and families through quality
yet affordable counseling, seminars, and parent groups. Known in the area for his expertise
in adolescent transition to adulthood, Brian also specializes in parent-child relationships,
emotional trauma, high-conflict marriages, and relational conflict.

10:00 am: Diversity Outreach - Madyson Main

A 2018 UW-Stevens Point graduate in Family and Consumer Sciences Education, Madyson
works for Independent Living Choices (ILC), whose mission is to provide services to people
with disabilities. ILC serves the eastern side of South Dakota and nine tribal nations. This
presentation will explore Madyson's experiences working with people with disabilities, over
representation of Native Americans with disabilities, and her continued journey to
understand an unfamiliar culture.

11:00 am: Fierce Freedom: Fighting Human Trafficking - Cat Jacoby

Every county in the state of Wisconsin has documented cases of sex traficking. Fierce
Freedom has evolved over the last 10 years working with local and government officials to
put a stop to these practices, and also working to provide a safe refuge for those seeking to
escape this and other forms of modern day slavery. Cat Jacobs has coordinated Fierce
Freedom programming for over three years. If you'd like more info, you can email Cat
directly (cat.jacoby@fiercefreedom.org or fiercefreedom.org.

12:00 pm: Working Lunch: Mentoring Panel

Working lunch panel sharing tips from the trenches, grad school, employment options and
other insights "they wish they knew back then."

1:00 pm: Wisconsin's Push To Turn Prison Into College: Prequel
With Peter Moreno and Kevin Mullen

Peter Moreno and Kevin Mullen from UW-Madison’s Odyssey Project will present on early
efforts to offer free writing-intensive humanities courses to students incarcerated in our
state prison system, and how Odyssey uses these courses as a jumpstart for adult learners
who want to pursue a college degree program. We will address necessary partnerships,
logistical constraints, and how lessons learned in Odyssey’s community-based programs
have translated to work in the prisons (and vice versa), laying an informative foundation for
next steps to be taken.

Only $25 for current students, $35 for professionals.
Register here by April 6th:
https://sites.google.com/view/wicfr-2021-conference-reg/home
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